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Siemens SB Encased Systems Breakers:
Bridging theGap Between MoldedCase
Circuit Breakers andLow Voltage Air Circuit Breakers

The Need For a New
Category of Circuit Breakers
Despite the preeminent position enjoyed
by Siemens Sentron breakers today, a
significant void has existed between
molded case breakers and low voltage
air circuit breakers.
While molded case circuit breakers offer
high interrupting ratings, their short time
ratings are very low. (The term “Short
Time Rating” refers to a breaker’s ability
to “ride through” a short circuit event
without sustaining damage.) Low voltage
air circuit breakers, on the other hand,

offer the reverse—high short time ratings,
but lower interrupting ratings.

Siemensengineersacceptedthechallenge
to develop a new category of circuit
breakers that would bridge this gap and
couple the strengths of molded case
breakers with those of air circuit breakers.

Siemens and l-T-E®: A Tradition of
Leadership in Circuit Protection
When a young engineer named Henry
Cutter developed a shock-proof circuit
breaker for the United States Navy in 1917,
he pioneered a tradition of innovation and
leadership in circuit protection that con-
tinues today through the Siemens family
of protective devices. In the ensuing 75
years l-T-E circuit breakers have led the
way in developments such as contact
repulsion technology, which is the heart
of today's current-limiting circuit breakers.

At the leading edge of this modern gen-

eration of breakers is the Sentron Series
family. With electro-mechanical and solid-

state ratings through 2000 amperes,
Siemens Sentron Series circuit breakers
represents the state-of-the-art in current-
limiting molded case breaker technology.
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Computer Technology Produces a
Breakthrough in Circuit Protection
After more than five years of intensive
development using the latest computer-
aided design technology, the product gap
between molded case circuit breakers
and low voltage air circuit breakers has
been emphatically filled with an all new
family of insulated case circuit breakers.
A complete line of accessories comple-
ments this new breaker offering, and 14
U.S. patents stand as testimony to our in-
novative technology. This unique design
combines the high interrupting ratings of
molded case circuit breakers with the
high short time ratings of air breakers.
In addition, SB breakers use the stored
energy concept of air breakers within
the insulated and fully encased housing
concept borrowed from molded case
breakers.

Molded Case Circuit Breakers- Insulated Case (Encased) Circuit Breakers-Low Voltage Air Circuit Breakers Comparison
Encased
Systems BreakerKey Characteristics MCCB LVACB

Contact Configuration Blow-open Hybrid Blow-closed
Interrupting Capacity (Unfused) High High Medium
Short Time Rating Low High Very High
Mechanism Type Toggle Hi-Speed Stored Energy Stored Energy
Fixed or Drawout Mounting Fixed Fixed or Drawout Drawout
Insulating Material Thermo-set Polyester Thermo-set Polyester Air
Housing Design Thermo-set Polyester Thermo-set Polyester Open Frame
Mechanical and Electrical Endurance

(without Maintenance) High High Medium

Compact Size Yes Yes No
Governing Standard UL UL ANSI

*SSGo»o* *" *
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Siemens SB Encased Systems Breakers

Color keyed label indicates
a choice of three interrupting
capacities.

Completely insulated/encased
constructions.

Sealable trip unit cover.

Extended line/load bus for
CUIT*-'"— - 2000 and 4000 ampere frames.

Mounting holes are outboard
for ease of access and are
identical for 400 through
2000 ampere frames.

Color-coded indicators clearly
display the opened or closed
status of the breaker as well as
the charged or discharged status
of the stored energy mechanism.

Manual close button and charging
handle are interlocked.

"IT shaped charging handle
allows the user to easily charge
the mechanism from any angle.

Meets or exceeds applicable
UL and CSA requirements.

Compact dimensions allow 6-high
mounting of 800 ampere breakers.
4-high mounting of 2000 ampere

One piece molded base
and cover for structuralbreakers in a standard switch- Breaker operating

board section. controls grouped integrity.
in central escutcheon.

Integral key interlock.
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Innovative Technology in Circuit Protection

Molded mid-barrier provides
outer wall reinforcement, integral
arc baffling screen, and ‘‘double1'
insulation/isolation barrier.

Two-step stored energy mechanism
may be charged manually (standard)
or electrically (optional). Front installable stationary drawout.

£ ^ :

Simplified drawout operation
with single interlock lever and
position indicator.

Secondary disconnect
terminal blocks are self-Modular accessories for

UL-approved field installa-
tion mount here.

aligning and keyed to
prevent improper installation.

Movable drawout element
may be rotated for inspection
when fully withdrawn.
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Three Frames: 800, 2000,
and 4000* Amperes
Ampere ratings for the SB breaker fam-
ily center around three principal frames:
800, 2000, and 4000 amperes. By using
the interchangeable rating plugs and
continuous current adjustment provided
with each trip unit, the SB breaker may
be applied in applications ranging from
100 to 4000 amperes load current at
system voltages through 600 volts ac.

* 4000 ampere frame scheduled for avail-
ability in early 1992.

Focus On Reliability
and Operator Safety
Again, unlike the air breaker, the SB
breaker is completely enclosed using an
"insulated case” construction. Consider
these exclusive features:

•Single-piece base and cover molds for
greater strength

• An internal mid-barrier which provides
redundant isolation of the interrupting
chamber from the operator controls on
the front

•Thermo-set polyester construction for
long life. (Other designs use thermo-
plastics in the cover.)

Ideal for Low Voltage
Distribution Networks
The SB breaker provides primary protec-
tion and switching functions for circuit
conductors and equipment in the upper
end of low voltage distribution systems.
Applications include mains, ties, feeders,
andemergency source breakers in indus-
trial plants, commercial installations, and
health care facilities, just to name a few.

Because the SB breaker combines high
interrupting ability with extended short-
time delay tripping, it can be success-
fully applied in fully-rated systems while
providing complete selectivity through
the applied breaker’s short-time rating.
This means that the user is assured of
the highest possible reliability and availa-
bility from his power distribution system.

Three Interrupting Values
Each SB breaker frame is available in mul-
tiple interrupting categories with ratings
from 42,000 to 200,000 amperes. With
this arrangement the system designer
can select a breaker which most closely
matches the short-circuit current values
available on his system. Borrowing from
the Siemens Sentron Series line of
molded case breakers, the SB breaker
family uses color-coded labels, blue,
black, and red to clearly identify the
interrupting class of each breaker.

SB Exceeds UL Requirements
All SB breakers are UL Listed for en-
closed operation at 100 percent of their
nameplate rating. In addition, the breaker
family meets applicable standards such
as NEMA and CSA. In addition to these
well-knownsafetyandreliability standards,
the SB breaker family has undergone
exhaustive additional qualification testing.

For example, the electrical and mechani-
cal enduranceof this breaker substantially
exceeds the requirements established
by UL. For the user this means added
assurance of long-life and reliable
performance.

Excellent Short Time Withstand
Like the air breaker, but unlike molded
case circuit breakers, SB insulated case
circuit breakers feature excellent short
time withstand capabilities. This charac-
teristic allows the breaker to "ride through"

many overcurrent conditions, thereby
allowing the downstream protective
device to clear first - ensuring optimum
selectivity and coordination within the
distribution network. This in turn provides
a greater level of system reliability to
the SB user.

Interchangable Rating Plugs
A removable rating plug installed on the
trip unit allows a user to select a current
rating from 50 to 100 percent of the sen-
sor value. By using the interchangeable
rating plugs and continuous current ad-
justment provided with each trip unit, the
SB breaker family may be applied in
applications ranging from 100 to 4000
amperes load current at system voltages
through 600 volts ac.
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UL Symmetrical RMS Amperes Interrupting Rating (kA) Accessory Information
Breaker Frame Size Voltage RatingsOptional Ratings and

Application Voltages AC DC Ampere Ratings800A 2000A 4000A
Motor OperatorAlternate AIR (Blue Label- “SBA”)

24 2.4@ 240V ac 65 85 NA
48 2.1@ 480V ac 65 65 NA

125 1.8@ 600V ac 42 NA50
120 1.8Standard AIR (Black Label- “SBS”)
Electric Closing Solenoid@ 240V ac 100 150100

24 20.0@ 480V ac 100 100 100
48 10.0@ 600V ac 50 65 85

125 3.6High AIR (Red Label- “SBH")
120 10.0@ 240V ac 200 200 200
Shunt Trip@ 480V ac 150 150 150

12 2.50@ 600V ac 100 100 100
24 1.75Short Time Ratings (30 Cycles) 25 35 65
48 1.10

Frame Sizes and Ratings 125 1.02
Breaker
Frame Size

Breaker Frame
Ampere Ratings (ln)0

120 0.63

240 0.41400
800A 480 0.35800

Undervoltage Release1200
12 0.122000A 1600
24 0.062000
48 0.032500

125 0.024000A 3200
120 0.084000
240 0.05© The frame ampere rating is determined by the current sensors in the breaker.

System Breaker Weights - Lbs.
480 0.03

600 0.03
Breaker Frame Size

Cell Switch- Auxiliary SwitchComponent 800A 2000A 4000A
24 3.0T Connector 1.5 3.75 13.5

125 0.5Electric Operator 7 7 7
120 10.0Trip Unit 2.5 2.5 2.5
240 10.0Fixed Breaker 76.5 94.5 192.5
480 6.0Drawout Breaker 113 142.5 325.5

Stationary Drawout 44.5 65 151
For the complete shipping weights, add accessory and trip unit weights to fixed breaker or drawout
breaker weight.
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Electronic Trip Unit

Summary of Other Standard
Trip Unit Features
• Plug-in construction for ease of field

installation
• Integral LED trip indicators (long time,

short time, short circuit and ground
fault) with capacitor storage-no
batteries!

• Integral test functions for phase and
ground fault (trip and no-trip tests)

•Continuous self-diagnostic “Watchdog''

LED on front cover
• Full communications capability via the

Siemens ACCESS network
•Systems zone selective interlocking on

short time and ground fault functions
• External power source allows bench

testing of stand-alone trip unit
•Steel housing provides excellent

shielding against EMI and RFI
interference

•Ground fault scheme easily reconfig-
urable in field

second. This ability to measure true RMS
current values means that nuisance
tripping due to the presence of harmon-
ics and other "trash" on the distribution bus
is eliminated.

State-Of-The-Art Trip System
The interchangeable trip unit system of
the SB Encased Systems Breaker show-
cases the latest advancements in micro-
processor controlled circuit protection
technology. The SB breaker tripping sys-
temoffers the user theright combinationof
features versus cost for each application.

From the basic “LI” trip unit that mimics
the responses of a thermal-magnetic
breaker, to the full-function “LSIG" version
that provides a broad range of protective
settings, the SB tripping system offers
the end user the ability to adjust for ever-
changing electrical distribution demands.

With it's built-in communications capa-
bility, the trip unit can be “plugged-in” to
the Siemens ACCESS1'' System or used
in a Zone Interlocking scheme.

10 Protective Function Adjustments:
• Interchangeable rating plugs
• Continuous current adjustable from

50-100 percent of the rating plug value
• Long time delay
•Short time pickup
•Short time delay-fixed time response
• Short time delay—l2t response
• Instantaneous pickup
• Ground fault pickup

© Replaceable rating plugs selectable from
50-100 percent of frame ampere rating

© 10 basic protective function adjustments

© Zone selective interlocking on short
time and ground fault functions

Interchangeable Rating Plugs
In addition to the programmable protec-
tive functions, the SB breaker trip unit is
designed to use field interchangeable
rating plugs. These rating plugs allow
the effective ampere rating of the circuit
breaker to be field-modified within a
range of 50-100 percent of the breaker's
frame ampere rating. Additionally, the
rating plug provides the user with added
security to protect against indiscriminant
charges in the breakers continuous
ampere rating.

© Integral test functions for phase and
ground fault (trip and no-trip tests)

© Plug-in display modules for current
and energy display capabilities

© External power source
allows bench testing
of stand-alone trip unit

© Integral LED trip
indicators with
capacitor storage
- no batteries!Trip Unit Rating Plugs

Breaker
Frame
Size

Frame
Ampere
Rating

Rating Plugs
(Amperes)

200, 225, 250, 300, 350, 400400
800A

400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800800

600.700, 800, 1000, 12001200

800, 1000, 1200.16002000A 1600

1000, 1200, 1600, 20002000 © Continuous self-diagnostic
“Watchdog" LED on front1600, 2000, 25002500
cover1600, 2000, 2500.3000, 32004000A 3200

© Ground fault scheme
easily reconfigurable2000, 2500, 3000, 3200, 40004000
in field

True RMS Sensing
Using the speed and power of the micro-
processor todrive very rapiddigital sampl-
ing techniques, the SB breaker trip unit
measures the true heating content of the
current waveform hundreds of times each

© Steel housing provides
excellent shielding against
EMI and RFI interference

© Full communications
capability via the Siemens
ACCESS network
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Fault Protection Adjustments Instructions

Trip Unit Curve Shaping Adjustments
(This curve is for illustration purposes only)

Amperes in Multiples of Rating Plug Value

.1 1
10000 @ Continuous Ampere Setting Region

The allowable continuous operating amperes is set to a percent of the
rating plug value. Note that the rating plug value and lr, the maximum
continuous amperes, are always the same.

® Long Time Delay Region
The long time delay is set to an inverse l2t ramp function delay calibrated
at 6 times the rating plug value. Ir.

© Short Time Pickup Region
The short time pickup is set to a multiple of the rating plug value, lr.

© Short Time Delay Region
The short time delay is set to either a fixed delay (illustrated) or an inverse
l2t ramp function delay calibrated at 8 times the rating plug value. 1.

© Instantaneous Pickup Region
The instantaneous pickup is set to a multiple of the rating plug value, lr .

© Ground Fault Pickup Region
The ground fault pickup is set to the percent of the frame rating, ln.

© Ground Fault Delay Region
The ground fault delay is set to either a fixed delay (illustrated) or an
inverse l2t ramp function delay calibrated at one half of the frame rating. In.

1000

100

lg = %ln

H
3
0

3

</)0
Oo
3o.c r )

o
•<o
0
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Ideal For OEM Users
OEM users will find that the SB breaker
family was designed with particular
attention to their needs. Here are just
a few of the characteristics which make
these breakers especially well-suited
for OEM's:
© Compact dimensions allow 6-high

mounting of 800 ampere frame, 4-high
mounting of 2000 ampere frame

© Common mounting depth for all
frames—400 through 4000 amperes

© Common width for 800 through 2000
ampere frames

© Mounting holes are outboard for ease
of access and are identical for 400
through 2000 ampere frames

© 5 inch pole-spacing on 400 through
2000 ampere frames allows direct
bus-connection per UL 891 without
the need for thermal testing

© Sliding secondary disconnects on
drawout are keyed to aid installation
and provide reliable operation

• Many features included to simplify
installation and minimize inventory:
• rotatable“T" connectors(not pictured)
© rotatable finger clusters on drawout
• modular accessories for field

installation (see pages 9 and 10)
0 optional terminal connectors allow

for cable connection of breakers
•and many more design features aimed

specifically at OEM needs

*
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Accessories and Options

Accessories and Options
A wide range of internal and external
accessories and options are available to
provide specific functions in conjunction
with the SB Encased Systems Breaker.

built-in LED screen. Secondly, it provides
an ampere demand display which is se-

lectable for either present demand (15
minute interval) or maximum demand dis-
play. Finally, the module also provides a
load monitor function which allows the
user to select different current values
at which an alarm contact closes.

Undervoltage Release
The Undervoltage Release (UVR) trips
the circuit breaker in accordance with
the pickup and dropout requirements of
UL 489. The UVR will instantaneously (no
intentional delay) trip the circuit breaker
when the voltage drops below the trip
value. Tripping can be delayed up to
0.5 seconds by using the external Time
Delay Undervoltage accessory with
the UVR.

Optional Drawout Assembly
Standard breakers are provided as fixed-
mounted construction. An optional draw-
out assembly can be provided for all SB
breaker frames to provide full drawout
convenience. This full drawout provides
three distinct and lockable positions for
the breaker: (1) connected, (2) test/dis-

connected, and(3) withdrawn. A low force
built-in racking handle eliminates the
inconvenience of screw racking mecha-
nisms and other less efficient withdrawal
methods. Integral safety interlocks pre-
vent the breaker from being inserted or
withdrawn while closed. Distinct stops
and a built-in indicator clearly display
the breaker's position and provide add-
ed assurance to the operator.

Field-Addable Electric Motor Operator
All breakers can be provided with an
integral electric motor operator which
provides remote charging and closing
functions. This option can be factory-
ordered, but is also capable of being
field installed where this is desirable.
The motor control function for the electric
operator in the SB breaker is provided
by a patented solid-state motor controller
which greatly enhances the reliability of
this critical function.

Auxiliary Switch
Auxiliary Switches are used as signal con-

tacts to indicate the open/closed status
of the circuit breaker’s main contacts. A
maximumof six N.O.and sixN.C. switches
can be installed in a single SB breaker.

Other Common Accessories:
• Bell alarm
• Cell switches on drawout assembly
• Breaker padlocking device
•Programmable TS-31 test kit
• Key interlock
• Remote closing solenoid

Shunt Trip
The Shunt Trip provides the capability
to open the SB breaker from a remote
location. Shunt trips are available to
operate from a control power supply of
120, 240 or 480 volts ac or 12, 24, 48 or
125 volts dc.

Current Display Module
This field-addable option can be installed
on any SB breaker. It provides several
valuable functions. First, it acts as a built-
in digital ammeter. The current reading is
phase-selectable and is displayed on a

Close Blocking Device

Shunt Trip Kit MeterDisplay
Module i" A • a

>^7^70

Maximum Demand
Present Demand'

1C0
90 80

Load Monitor
Alarm Set Points

% Continuous AmpsAmps

Display ModulePadlocking Device Kit 9
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Dimensions

2000A FramesCompact Size and
Common Dimensions
Permit Stacking of Breakers
The 800 and 2000 ampere frames have
a common width of 1572 inches and a
common depth of only 1272 inches. This
compact, shallow depth and the drawout
construction permit stacking of six 800
or four 2000 ampere breakers in a stan-
dard switchboard. This unique, compact
packaging is made possible by the insu-
lated-encased construction and thermal
performance of the SB systems breaker.
Even when operated at 100 percent of
the frame rating, no additional ventilation
is required for the 800 and 2000 ampere
frames.*

* In minimum enclosure size.

800A Frames

l-T-E Switchboard•SIEMENS l-T-E Switchboard•
_ .• •„ _• •

nnnn mm

=3 c
G O

w

O r s

u \
O
oo

Switchboard
Dimensions (in inches)Breaker

Frame Size DepthWidthHeight
O18.5 16800A

2000A
14 OOZ318.5 1621

CO
800A Frame Sizes i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

///CO NA00 noN rO/// / /co
13 CD0 1 O OE *N

/// /CO GOLL 2
<
/ /oo 3o

CM a iz/ O4
OO

a
O

z: OO

O O

. .• •. #• •

Switchboard views shown with doors open.
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Dimensions: 800 Ampere Frame

800A Fixed800A Drawout
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Breaker fully
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Breaker Handle
Drawout Handle '

Front Cover
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Dimensions: 2000 Ampere Frame

2000A Fixed2000A Drawout

24x 0.39 holes
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How To Order
SB Encased Systems Breakers

Example
Catalog
NumberDescription Example Catalog Number Explanation

1. Frames
Select basic breaker frame catalog from Table A. SBS2016DV This catalog number represents a standard interrupting

rated Encased Systems Breaker, 2000 ampere frame
size, 1600 frame ampere rating, drawout mounted with
vertical bus orientation.

2. Trip Units
Select trip unit with proper function package from
Table B.

SB16TLSG This catalog number represents a trip unit for a 1600 ampere
frame Encased Systems Breaker with long time pickup and
time delay, short time pickup and time delay, and ground
fault pickup and time delay.

3. Drawout Mechanisms
Select the proper stationary drawout element for use
with breaker frame selected in Step 1. Stationary
drawout mechanism is not required if fixed mounted
was selected in Step 1. Select from Table C.

SBS20DFV This catalog number represents the stationary drawout
element (cradle) for a 2000 ampere frame size, drawout
mounted Encased Systems Breaker with vertical bus
orientation.

4. Pressure Wire/Bus Connectors
For fixed mounted breakers only, select proper
terminals for cable connection or bus connectors
for bus bar connection. Select from Table D.
Not required if drawout mounted breaker was
selected in Step 1.

N/A A drawout mounted breaker was selected in Step 1, there-
fore, terminals or bus connectors are not required.

5. Electrical Operators
Select proper electrical operator, if required for
breaker frame size and control voltage from
Table E.

SBEO120 This catalog number represents a 120 volt electrical operator
for a 2000 ampere frame size Encased Systems Breaker.
A Shunt Trip or Undervoltage Release should be ordered
and priced separately.

6. Rating Plugs
Select the proper rating plug for the ampere rating
from Table F.

16SB1200 This catalog number represents a 1200 breaker ampere
continuous current rating plug for a 1600 ampere rating
breaker.

7. Internal Accessories
List the required internal accessories catalog
numbers from pages 17-20.
List each catalog number separately.

SBUV480 480 Volt ac, Undervoltage Release

SBA8 4 normally open, 4 normally closed Auxiliary Switches

SBRIP Remote Trip Relay Panel

8. External Accessories
List the required external accessories catalog
numbers from pages 17-20.
List each catalog number separately.

KISB Key Interlock on breaker

SBPLD Padlocking Device on drawout

N12SB Neutral Sensor for 1200 ampere continuous current
rating breaker.

9. Secondary Contact Blocks
Proper secondary contact blocks must be provided
on drawout mounted breakers. Select the proper
catalog numbers based on the breaker trip unit
functions and internal accessories that were selected
in Steps 2.5, 7 and 8 above. Select from Table G.
Secondary contact blocks are not required on fixed
mounted breakers but control terminal blocks can
be supplied.

SBSDLT
SBSDLB
SBSDRT

Secondary disconnects are required for certain trip unit
functions, internal and external accessories as shown in
Table G. This example requires the following:

Contact
BlockLocationFunction/Accessory

Electrical Operator
Undervoltage Release
Neutral CT

LT

Remote Indication LBRelay Panel
Auxiliary Switches (4A and 4B) RT & RB

14
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Frames

Table A
Drawout Breaker Catalog Numbers
(Bus Connections Horizontal)

Drawout Breaker Catalog Numbers
(Bus Connections Vertical)Fixed Mounted Catalog NumbersFrame

Ampere
Rating

Alternate I.R.
SBA

Standard I.R. High I.R.Standard I.R. High I.R.Alternate I.R. Standard I.R. High I.R. Alternate I.R.
SBA

Frame
Size SBS SBHSBS SBHSBS SBHSBA

SBA0804DH
SBA0808DH
SBA2012DH
SBA2016DH
SBA2020DH

SBS0804DH
SBS0808DH
SBS2012DH
SBS2016DH
SBS2020DH

SBH0804DH
SBH0808DH
SBH2012DH
SBH2016DH
SBH2020DH

SBA0804F
SBA0808F
SBA2012F
SBA2016F
SBA2020F

SBS0804F
SBS0808F
SBS2012F
SBS2016F
SBS2020F

SBA0804DV
SBA0808DV
SBA2012DV
SBA2016DV
SBA2020DV

SBS0804DV
SBS0808DV
SBS2012DV
SBS2016DV
SBS2020DV

SBH0804DV
SBH0808DV
SBH2012DV
SBH2016DV
SBH2020DV

SBH0804F
SBH0808F
SBH2012F
SBH2016F
SBH2020F

800 400
800800

2000 1200
16002000
20002000

= i g
s. =: —

5 £
S:

&
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Trip Units

Table B
Catalog Number
SB T

Continuous SIEMENS

Trip Unit Function
Rating Plug

XAdjustable Continuous Current X X X X X
lr 2000A OX XX X X XAdjustable Long Time Delay

SYSTEM
CHECKX X XAdjustable Short Time Pickup X

Adjustable Short Time Delay (l?t) XX X X
Long
Time
Delay
Secs
@6 x I,

Adjustable Short Time Delay (Fixed) X XX X
X X XAdjustable Instantaneous Pickup X

X XXAdjustable Ground Fault Pickup
Adjustable Ground Fault Time Delay (l2t) X X X 3 3.5

2.5, 4 ShortAdjustable Ground Fault Time Delay (Fixed) X X X

H(?)H p uPFixed Instantaneous Override X X X XX X
xlrX X X X X XInternal Watchdog 1.5 6

8 7
^Fixed.2 .3

X X X X X XIntegral Testing Functions
Local Trip Indication:

Overload
.15, 07 Short

Time
Delay
Secs

A-T 15 @8 x 1,.3 2 Ft

XX X X X X
•Hi .1

<Short Time X X X X .07
X X X X X XShort Circuit

X X XGround Fault
Instantaneous
PickupXACCESS ’ Communications Compatibility® X X X X X

7 xlrLSI LS LIG LSG LSIGCatalog Number Suffix LI

23 24

The SB electronic trip unit utilizes a 6800
microprocessor - the leading edge of
microcomputer technology - to provide
sophisticated digital sampling techniques
that allow the trip unit to measure true
RMS current values and avoid unneces-

sary nuisance tripping.
Standard trip units are supplied with the
following settings:
- Adjustable Continuous Current
- Adjustable Long Time Delay
- Adjustable Instantaneous Pickup

All trip units come standard with:
- Integral Testing Functions
- Built-In Trip Indicators
- Instantaneous Override
-Continuous Self-Diagnostic System

Check called a ‘‘watchdog’' to provide
continuous positive indication that the
trip unit is operating properly

- Five optional trip units are available
offering trip functions as indicated in
Table B above. Choose the appropri-
ate function package and catalog
number as shown below:
Example: S B 2 0 T LSG

2000 ampere breaker ampere rating
with:
- Adjustable Continuous Current
- Adjustable Long Time
- Adjustable Short Time Pickup

and Time Delay
- Adjustable Ground Fault Pickup

and Time Delay

22 25 Ground
Fault

1-26 Pickup
A FRAME RATING

In = 2000A21-11 ==>

20
30 28

'"Fixed •? -5.3, Ground35--v.2
Vs _ SecsC me'51"

.1
.5

o Trip O O O O
Status o.L. S.T. S.C. G.F.

Query

Breaker Ampere Ratings
04 = 400, 08 = 800, 12 = 1200
16 = 1600, 20 = 2000

O Pass O T®st'n9
TEST

Trip Phase G.F.o»oo TS31

Plug-in Display Module
The Plug-In Display Module can be add-
ed to any SB electronic trip unit to provide
digital current readout of each phase in
amperes. The module also provides load
monitor set points at 60, 70, 80, 90 and
100 percent of the ampere setting. Also
provided are two ampere demand set-
tings. UL listed for field installation.

MeterDisplay
Module 1n1A

Maximum Demand 1c

{<Present Demand 60

100 70nnri
OUU 90 80

Load Monitor
-) Alarm Set Points
% Continuous AmpsAmps

Electronic Trip Unit
Catalog NumberDescription

Plug-in Display Module SBDM

\/
Catalog
Number
Suffix

Breaker
Ampere
Rating
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Table C: Stationary Drawout Element
includes only the drawout cradle mecha-
nism or cell which must be installed in
the switchboard. The appropriate Draw-
out Breaker Element should be selected
from Table A.

Table F: Rating Plugs
Select the proper Rating Plug based on
the maximum continuous current rating
of the load served.

Pressure Wire Connectors
For cable connected, fixed mounted
breaker, front connected only. Two
connectors are required per pole.

Rating Plug
Ampere
Rating

Breaker Frame
Ampere
Rating

Cables Conn-
ector
Wire

Catalogper NumberCatalog
Number

Frame
Size

Amp Conn-
200 04SB200

04SB225
04SB250
04SB300
04SB350
04SB400

400Alternate Interrupting Rating- SBA Rating Rangeector 225400TA3K500SB
MCMCu/AJ

1X3-500800 800 3 400 250Stationary Drawout Element
Vertical
Bus®

400 300Horizontal TA5P600S8
MCMCu/AJ

1600 5 300-6002000 400 350Breaker Frame Bus®
400400Catalog

Number
Frame
Size

Catalog
Number

Ampere
Rating TA5P750S8

MCMCu/AJ
20002000 5 500-750 400 08SB400

08SB450
08SB500
08SB600
08SB700
08SB800

800
450800SBA08DFH

SBA08DFH
SBA20DFH
SBA20DFH
SBA20DFH

SBA08DFV
SBA08DFV
SBA20DFV
SBA20DFV
SBA20DFV

800 400 TC5R600SB
MCMCu

300-5002000 2000 5 800 500800 800 800 600
2000 1200 700800
2000 1600 Table E: Electrical Operators

Standard Electrical Operators
Electric Operators function to remotely
charge the stored energy mechanism of
SB breakers. Each Electric Operator in-

cludes a Remote Closing Solenoid for
closing the breaker from a remote loca-

tion. Also included is an anti-pump relay
as well as an auxiliary contact for remote
spring charged indication. A Shunt Trip
or Undervoltage Release should be or-
dered and priced separately for remote
opening of the breaker. UL Listed for
field installation.

800800
2000 2000 600 12SB600

12SB700
12SB800
12SB1000
12SB1200

1200
7001200Standard Interrupting Rating- SBS 1200 800

1200 1000SBS08DFV
SBS08DFV
SBS20DFV
SBS20DFV
SBS20DFV

SBS08DFH
SBS08DFH
SBS20DFH
SBS20DFH
SBS20DFH

800 400
12001200800 800
800 16SB800

16SB1000
16SB1200
16SB1600

16002000 1200
100016002000 1600

1600 12002000 2000
1600 1600

Standard Interrupting Rating- SBH 1000 20SB1000
20SB1200
20SB1600
20SB2000

2000
2000 1200

SBH08DFV
SBH08DFV
SBH20DFV
SBH20DFV
SBH20DFV

SBH08DFH
SBH08DFH
SBH20DFH
SBH20DFH
SBH20DFH

800 400 16002000
800 800 2000 2000

2000 1200
2000 1600 Remote Closing Solenoids

(Shunt Close)
For use with manually operated break-
ers. Allows the breaker to be closed from
a remote location if the breaker is fully
charged and ready to close. Included
is an auxiliary switch for remote spring
charged indication. A Remote Closing
Solenoid is provided at no charge on
electrically operated breakers. UL Listed
for field installation.

2000 2000
Voltage®> Primary bus connector orientation. Must match

drawout breaker element selected from Table A.
Bus connections may be oriented vertically or
horizontally.

AC DC Catalog Number
SBEO120
SBEO024
SBEO048
SBE0125

120
24
48Table D:Bus Connectors

Pressure Wire Connectors 125

T-Connectors
For bus connected fixed mounted break-
ers. Two connectors are requiredper pole.
T-connectors are rotatable 90 degrees
for flexibility of bus connection.

Electric Operators
with Local Electric Close
Electric Operators with Local Electric
Closeprovideanelectricclosepushbutton
on the breaker escutcheon that can be
electricallyinterlockedwithanexternalcon-
trol circuit. UL Listed for field installation.

Voltage Catalog
Number

Frame
Size AC DC

SBRCS120
SBRCS24
SBRCS48
SBRCS125

Catalog Number 800 120Frame Size
24800SB08TCON

SB20TCON
800 800 482000 Voltage 800 125

AC DC Catalog Number SBRCS120
SBRCS24
SBRCS48
SBRCS125

1202000
242000SBEO120LEC

SBEO024LEC
SBEO048LEC
SBE0125LEC

120
482000

2000
24

12548
125
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Shunt Trips
Allow the breaker to be opened from a
remote location. Included is an auxiliary
switch for remote indication of breaker
“open” or “closed" status. UL Listed for
field installation.

Bell Alarm
Contact closes when breaker trips. UL
Listed for field installation.

Breaker Closing Blocking Device
Covers the "close" pushbutton on the
breaker escutcheon to prevent closing the
breaker manually without a special tool.VoltageFrame

Size
Catalog
NumberAC DC Description Catalog Number

800 120 SBBA120
SBBA24
SBBA48
SBBA125

Breaker Closing
Blocking Device800 24 SBBDVoltageFrame

Size
Catalog
Number 800 48AC DC

800 125 Key Interlocks
Key interlocks are available installed from
the factory or can be supplied by the cus-
tomer. When interlocks are to be supplied
by the customer, order provisions only
for key interlock. Consult sales office for
type and size of interlock.

SBST120
SBST240
SBST480
SBST12
SBST24
SBST48
SBST125

800 120
2000 SBBA120

SBBA24
SBBA48
SBBA125

120240800
2000 24480800
2000 48800 12
2000 125800 24

800 48
Auxiliary Switches
Each pair of Auxiliary Contacts includes
one N.O. and one N.C. isolated contacts.

UL Listed for field installation.

800 125
120 SBST120

SBST240
SBST480
SBST12
SBST24
SBST48
SBST125

2000
2000 240

Description Catalog Number2000 480
2000 12 KISBinterlock on breaker2000 24 Interlock on drawout KIDOFrame

Size
Contact
Configuartion

Catalog
Number2000 48

Provision only for fixed breaker KIPOF2000 125
1A & 1B
2A & 2B
3A & 3B
4A & 4B
5A & 5B
6A & 6B

SBA2
SBA4
SBA6
SBA8
SBA10
SBA12

800 Provision only on drawout KIPOD
800Undervoltage Releases

UL Listed for field installation. 800 Drawout Safety Shutters
Provides a sliding barrier to protect from
live parts when a breaker is in the with-
drawn position in the drawout or removed
from the drawout cradle. Field installa-

tion only.

800
800VoltageFrame

Size
Catalog
Number

800AC DC 2000 1A & 1B
2A & 2B
3A & 3B
4A & 4B
5A & 5B
6A & 6B

SBA2
SBA4
SBA6
SBA8
SBA10
SBA12

SBUV120
SBUV240
SBUV480
SBUV600
SBUV12
SBUV24
SBUV48
SBUV125

800 120 2000800 240 2000800 480 2000800 600 Description Catalog Number2000800 12 2000 800 SBSS08800 24
2000 SBSS20800 48 Breaker Padlocking Devices

Padlock On Breaker
Padlockonbreaker allowsthe "close" push-

button to be padlocked in the depressed
position. UL Listed for field installation.

800 125
Cell Position Switches
Indicates connected or test position of
breaker element in drawout. Available as
sets of one N.O. and one N.C. isolated
contact.

2000 120 SBUV120
SBUV240
SBUV480
SBUV600
SBUV12
SBUV24
SBUV48
SBUV125

2000 240
2000 480
2000 600
2000 12
2000 24 Description Catalog Number2000 48 Contact Configuration Catalog NumberPadlock on breaker SBPLB2000 125

1A & 1B CEL1Padlock on Drawout
Padlock on drawout allows the breaker
to be padlocked in any of the three
drawout positions: connected, test or
disconnected.

2A & 2B CEL2
3A & 3B CEL3
4A & 4B CEL4

Description Catalog Number
Padlock on drawout SBPLD
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Expansion Plug
The Expansion Plug is an electronic inter-
face and isolation module necessary to
integrate an SB breaker into an ACCESS
System. One Expansion Plug is required
for each breaker in the system and is
used to interface SB and Sensitrip III trip
units to the Multiplexer Translator. The Ex-
pansion Plug is necessary for zone inter-
locking or full ACCESS communications.

Lifting Bracket
A device to allow an SB breaker to be
lifted with a mechanical hoist.

Neutral Current Sensors
For use with SB breakers with ground
fault protective functions being applied
in three-phase four-wire systems incor-
porating standard residual ground fault
sensing schemes.

TM
Catalog NumberDescription
SBLDLifting Bracket

Auxiliary Power Module
A device used to bring power into the SB
breaker electronic trip unit so that the trip
unit can be tested via the integral testing
functions when the breaker is withdrawn
from the test position in the drawout. Also
can be used when "bench testing” the
electronic trip unit.

Catalog NumberBreaker Ampere Rating
N04SB400
N08SB800
N12SB1200
N16SB1600 Description Catalog Number
N20SB2000

Expansion Plug EP

Test Kit
For field testing the SB Encased Systems
Breaker. The test kit can test the follow-
ing breaker functions:

• Long Time
• Short Time
• Instantaneous
• Ground Fault
• Current Transformer Continuity

The above can be tested for each phase
individually.

Multiplexer Translator
The Multiplexer Translator is a minicom-
puter that collects data from different
components integratedinto the ACCESS"'1

communications system and transmits
the data to other components in the system.
The Multiplexer Translator can receive
data from up to eight field devices and
multiple Multiplexer Translator units can
be connected together as required. Two
models of Multiplexer Translator are avail-
able. Both types of Multiplexer Translator
(MTA and MTZ) provide for the configura-
tion and control of breakers in a Zone
Interlock Network. Type MTA can also
interface and transmit vital performance
and status data to the ACCESS data
bus network, SEAbus, to provide full
ACCESS communications capability.

Catalog NumberDescription
SBAPMAuxiliary Power Module

Remote Indication Relay Panel
Provides remote indication of breaker
trip status. Panel includes four LED indi-
cators: overload, short time, short circuit
and ground fault. Also provided are four
independent relays for remote indication.
Requires a 120 volt control power source.

Catalog NumberDescription
Description Catalog Number Relay Panel SBRIP

TS31Test Kit
ACCESS Communications
All SB breaker electronic trip units are
capable of communicating with other
components in the electrical distribution
system, as well as a host computer, via
the exclusive Siemens ACCESS Sys-
tem. Two levels of communication are
available for SB Breakers using the AC-
CESS System: zone interlocking, and
full ACCESS communications. See
Expansion Plug and Multiplexer Trans-
lator above.

Catalog NumberDescription
Zone Interlocking Only MTZ

Catalog NumberDescription
Full ACCESS Communications MTA
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Table G: Secondary Contact Blocks
Contact blocks are required for second-
ary control wiring. Sliding Secondary
Disconnects are required on drawout
mounted breakers. Control Terminal

Blocks are required for fixed mounted
breakers. The appropriate number and
location of contact blocks should be
selected from the table below based on
the features and accessories ordered on

each circuit breaker. All Sliding Second-
ary Disconnects or Control Terminal
Blocks should be priced separately.

Accessory
Auxiliary SwitchesZone

Contact
Block
Position

Spring
Release
Solonoid

Under-
voltage
Release

InterlockRemote
Indication
Relay

1A & 1B
2A & 2B
3A & 3B

4A & 4B
5A & 5B
6A & 6B

Electric
Operator

Shunt Neutral
Sensor

and Bell
Trip ACCESS Alarm

LT X X X X X
LB X X
RT X X
RB X X

Sliding Secondary Disconnects Control Terminal Blocks
Contact Position Catalog Number Contact Position Catalog Number
LT SBSDLT LT SBTBLT
LB SBSDLB LB SBTBLB
RT SBSDRT RT SBTBRT
RB SBSDRB SBTBRBRB

Mounting Bracket for Terminal Block
For mounting Control Terminal Blocks to
fixed mounted breakers. One bracket
required for mounting locations LT and
LB and a separate bracket required for
mounting locations RT and RB.

jLT RT

CD

o
Description Catalog NumberoLB RB Mounting Bracket SBTBM

Secondary Contact Block Locations
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Recommended Specifications

Systems zone selective interlocking shall
be provided for both the short time and
ground fault functions to minimize equip-

ment damage levels. The zone interlock
system shall be compatible with Siemens
Sensitrip® III solid state molded case
circuit breakers and Type RL low voltage
power circuit breakers.
All available internal accessories—shunt
trip, undervoltage, auxiliary switches,
etc .—including the electric operator
shall be UL Listed and approved for field
installation. The electric motor operator
shall have electronic control to assure
constant and reliable charging regard-
less of control voltage fluctuations.
A breaker integral test function shall be
provided to exercise the trip unit elec-

tronics, the circuit breaker magnetic
latch and the breaker mechanism. The
test system shall provide “trip” and "no
trip” tests.
The trip system described in this speci-
fication shall have the ability to have
added to it, in the future, communication
features such as remote monitoring, re-

mote control and remote testing.

The trip unit shall have a removable trans-
parent cover which shall be sealable.

Circuit breakers that are used as mains,
ties, feeders or emergency source shall
be Siemens SB Encased Systems circuit
breakers with microprocessor-based trip
units designed for true RMS sensing and
with fully adjustable characteristics ne-
cessary for a selective coordinated sys-
tem. Frame sizes shall be 800, 2000,
and/or 4000 amperes with interrupting
ratings of (65kA) (100kA) (150kA) at 480
volts ac as shown on the single line draw-
ing and/or switchboard schedule. Short
time rating shall be 25kA for the 800
ampere frame breaker; 35kA for the 2000
ampere frame breaker; and 65kA for the
4000 ampere frame breaker. All breakers
shall be rated for 100 percent continuous
duty and approved for reverse connec-

tion. All breakers shall be (fixed) (drawout)
construction with (manual) (electrical)
operation.
When a breaker is specified without an
instantaneous pickup function, it shall
contain an override circuit so that the
breaker may be applied to its interrupt-
ing rating and provide selectivity up to
its short time rating. This breaker should
also contain a circuit to prevent it from
being closed and latched in on a faulted
system so as to minimize damage in
case of severe faults.

The microprocessor trip unit shall be
plug-in for interchangeability in the field
and interlocked such that the breaker
will remain open when the trip unit is not
installed. A rejection scheme shall pre-
vent the installation of a trip unit into a
breaker frame for which it is not intended.

The continuous ampere rating of the
breaker shall be determined by a rating
plug, which shall be inserted into the
front panel of the trip unit. The trip units'
adjustable continuous ampere setting
shall default to the trip units’ minimum
value when the rating plug is removed.
A rejection scheme shall prevent the
installation of a rating plug into a trip
unit for which it is not intended.

The breaker operating mechanism shall
be a true two-step stored energy mech-
anism that shall provide a five cycle maxi-
mum closing time. Separate indicators
shall be provided to show charged/dis-
charged status of the mechanism and
open/closed status of the breaker's con-
tacts. The breaker mechanism shall be
able to be discharged without closing
the main contacts. The manual charging
handle shall be interlocked with the man-

ual close button to prevent simultaneous
operation.
Breakers specified as drawout shall have
three positions which are: connected,
test/disconnected and withdrawn. In the
withdrawn position the breaker move-

able element shall be rotatable for ease
of inspection. An indicator shall be pro-
vided to show the breaker in the connec-
ted, test/disconnected and withdrawn
position. When in a position other than
connected, circuit breakers shall remain
in the tripped state. Extension rails and a
lifting means shall be provided for
breaker removal.
Where shown on the drawings and/or
switchboard schedule, breakers with
integral ground fault protection shall be
provided. The adjustable ground fault
pickup and delay shall have a maximum
setting of 1200 amperes to meet the
requirements of the National Electrical
Code. The integral ground fault system
shall be able to be used for either resi-
dual or ground return schemes. An inte-
gral ground fault test function shall be
provided to test the circuit breaker's
ground fault system in accordance with
NEC article 230-95(c).
Fault indicators shall be provided on the
trip unit; one each: for overload, short
time, short circuit and ground fault. Indi-
cators shall be self-powered and require
no batteries or external power source.
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